
u/s 302/34IPC'

(Arising out of Bongaigaon P'R'C Case No' l37l20t9)

Vs.

1. Rahul AIi and

2. Samer Ali ....Accused'

PRESENI ;- Sri Binod Kr Chetri,
Sessions Judge,

Bong(tigaon'

Appearance:'.

For the State : Smti R. Kr' Bar"man' Public Prosecutor

For the accused: sri M.Roh man, Advocate for the accused'

Date of Argument : 1-4.08'201-9'

Date of Judgment : 27.08'20L9'

1. The prosecution case, in short, as per FIR dated

03.01.2018 of Badiat Jamal Sheikh is that on 30.1-2.201-7 at about 2'50

P.Mtheaccusedpersonsrepeatedlycalledthesonoftheinformant

deceased Abu Bakkar over mobile phone to go to see fair (mela) at

Hagrama Bridge but on being refused to go for not having money,

accused Rohul AIi told that he would bear all the expenses' The whole
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convelsation was heard by his daughter-in-law. At 4'30 P'M his son went

out to see the fair. At 9.35 P.M he received phone call from the GRP of

New Bongaigaon Railway Station that his son is lying near raiiway track

and sustained injuries in the legs and Police personnel got him admitted

in the Lower Assam Hospital by 108 Ambulance but his son was sent to

. . GNRC on 3t.L2.20L7 and during treatment at GNRC the doctor

' 
suspected that the deceased sustained injuries not due to accident but due

to torture and ultimately his son died on 01.01.2018 at L'40 P'M'

2,onreceiptoftheFIR,S/IDineshDasIn-charge
New Bongaigaon GRP made GD entry no. 60 dated 03-01-2017 and

forwarded the same to OC Bongaigaon GRPS to register a case. He took

up the case for investigation. Accordingly, In-charge Bongaigaon GRPS

registered a case being Bongaigaon G.R.P.S Case No. 03/2018 under

section 302134 IPC. Subsequently, Officer Incharge Amguri PS

registered the case vide Amguri PS Case No. 03/2018 under section

302/34 IpC. Finally it was again registered by In-charge Bongaigaon

GRpS registered a case being Bongaigaon G.R.P.S Case No. 0412018

under section 302/34 IPC.

3. On perusal police report and hearing both sides,

having found a prima facie case, charge under section 302134IPC was

framed against both the accused persons. The accused persons pleaded

innocence when charge was read over and explained to them and claimed

for trial.
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Point for determination:-

Whether on 30.12.20i.2 ot about 4.30 p.M the

accused persons in furtherance of their common

intention caused hurt to Abu Bakkar siddique and at

9:45 PM he was found in injured condition near

Railway line at New Bongaigaon, Railway Sradon

ond on 01-01-2018 at 1:40 pM he succumbed to the

injuries ond thereby committed murder intentionally

or knowingly causing the death of Abu Bakkar

Siddique and thereby committed an offence u/s

302/34IPC?

In this case, to bring home the charge against the
accused, prosecution has examined B witnesses.

5. statements of the accused persons were recorded
u/s 313 cr.P.c in which, they denied all the allegations levelled against
them and pleaded innocence. The defence plea is that they do not know
Abu Bakkar siddique and have not made any phone call to him.

4.

6.

scrutinized for the

accused persons.

7. The evidence of PW 1, (Manik Lal Kar), is that he

is a senior technician at N.F Railway, New Bongaigaon and on g0.L2.77
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he was on shifting day at New Bongaigaon station from 2.00 p.M rill
10.00 P.M and at around 7.oo/T.zo p.M when a goods train reached New
Bongaigaon Railway station he proceeded towards the train and on
reaching guards bamack saw gathering of people at track no.B and
returning from duty he had seen a boy lying beside the track and at that
time the boy was arive and later on the boy was taken to Hospital.

In his cross examination he stated that the victim
boy was not in a condition to speak.

The evidence of pW 2 (Bodiut Jamal Sk), is that he
is the informant and he knows both of the accused persons and on
30.L2.2or7 at about 4.00 p.M after returning from schoor he enquired his
wife as ro where his son had gone and his wife told that his son had gone
out to see 'mela'. His daughter-in-law samina Begum told him that the
accused Rahul Ali and somer Ali made about 4olso phone calls to his
son to accompany them to go to 'mela' but his son refused to go with
them for not having money but they told that they would bear all the
expenses then his son went out from home. He stated that at about

9.00/9.30 P.M one police personnel informed him over phone that his son

sustained some injury and lying at platform no. L of New Bongaigaon

Railway station and thereafter sent him to Lower Assam Hospital and on
that very night Abdul Goni, Romijuddin, shah AIom sk and Anowar
Hussain went to Lower Assam Hospital and on next day at around 8.00

A.M he went to Lower Assam Hospital and saw bandages over the leg of
his son. He deposed that doctor told him that his son was given blood
and he needs more blood and his son was referred to GNRC on

31.12.2017 and on 01.01.2018 his son expired at aroun d 1,.40 p.M and
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the doctor of GNRC told the attendants of his son that it is a case of
murder and not accident and asked to lodge the FIR. Inquest and
postmortem examination over the dead body was done and on
03'01'2018 he lodged the FIR (Ext 1) and Police seized the mobile phone

''',- ,! During cross he admitted that he had not mentioned the
' . jcause of delay in lodging the FIR and that he did not go to the place of

,. occurrence on that very night.

9. PW 3 (Sanaran Lawary) deposed rhar on 80.12.2017
he was posted at ASI, RpF post, New Bongaigaon and on that day at
around 9.15 P.M he received an information that an injured man was
lying near track no.B of New Bongaigaon Railway station nearby
entrance gate then he sent constable Rajesh Kumar to visit the place of
occurrence and after sometime he also reached there and found a person,
aged about 28 years in injured condition lying at a distance of 4/5 feet
from the track and the injured told his name as siddique and thinking it
to be a accidental case he sent the injured to Lower Assam Hospital and
informed the guardian of the injured. He noticed bleeding on the right
leg of the injured.

10. The evidence of pW 4 (Sri Rajesh Kumar) is that
on 30.12.2017 at around g.1s p.M while he was posted at RpF posr, New
Bongaigaon ASI, sanatan Lawary (Pw 3) informed him over phone that
a person was lying near track no.g of New Bongaigaon Railway station
which is at the back side of Railway Station. He went there and had seen
a person lying near railway track in between train line and he noticed

Contd....
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injury at the lower side of his right leg and on being asked the person

somehow said his name as Siddique. He informed the family members
through the mobile phone of the injured and the family members

requested him to send the injured to Lower Assam Hospital and the

"\- injured was sent to Lower Assam Hospital.
\r-.

-.',,:,. \...) \
i 
";\,1t' Pw s (Satyabrata Barman), deposed that about one

, .,,-,,1 iyear ago on the day of incident at around 8.00/8.30 p.M he was in his
barrack at New Bongaigaon Railway station and at that time, he came

out for urinal and saw people gathered near their camp at some distance.
He went forward and saw a young boy lying down about 6/7 feet from
the railway track and he saw blood on his leg. He went to GRpF office
at New Bongaigaon Railway Station and informed the matter and on
getting the information the GRPF official went to that prace of
occurrence.

12. PW 6 ( Samina Begum), deposed that the informant
is her father-in-law and on 2g.L2.2017 she was talking with her husband

Abu Bakkar siddique in their house and ar that time ar around 2.00 p.M

accused Rahul Ali and samer Ali rang her husband over phone several

times and her husband did not receive their calls and on being asked as to
why he was not picking the phone, her husband told her that Rahul and

somer asked him to accompany them to 'mela' and her husband refused

to go with them as he had no money. she deposed that Rahul and samer

again called her husband and she told her husband to attend the call and

Rahul asked her husband to accompany them to ,mela' and when her

husband refused and told them that he had no money, Rahul asked her
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husband to come and he would meet the expenses and then her husband

got ready and went out at about 2.30 P.M from the house. She heard the

conversation as her husband kept the mobile in speaker mode and she

had seen the name of the two accused persons in the mobile screen. She

waited till 9.30 P.M and went for sleep and after a little her brother-in-
- ' 1r\ law Kurban AIi called her and told that her husband met an accident and

'\ is at New Bongaigaon Railway Station. She heard that her husband was.\
1 i 1 taken to Lower Assam Hospital and then on 30.12.20L7 at GNRC,'i

ttl
' ,,' I' ' Hospital, Guwahati for better treatment, but she did not see her husband

;,,":1: 
1-' ' as she was having a son aged about L year 5 months and nobody brought

her to Hospital and on 01.01.2018 her husband expired at GNRC

Hospital, Guwahati. Material Ext 1 is the mobile phone of her husband

bearing no. 9954820456 and she has not seen the two accused persons

earlier.

13. PW 7 (Dr Kumar Pinku Pratim) deposed that on

02.01,.20t8 he was posted as PG on duty Department of Forensic

Medicine, GMCH and on that day at 12.15 P.M he conducted post

mortem examination on the dead body of the deceased Abubakkar

Siddique, aged 24 years in connection with Dispur P.S (Tr) Branch vide

GD entry no. 32 dated 02.01.2018 and found an abrasion of size 3 cm X

3 cm is present over the left side of forehead 1 cm above supra orbital

ridge and 5 cm left to mid line ; a surgically stitched wound is present at

the mid line of the abdomen starting from 3 cm below the xiphisternum,

repaired by 19 stitches. On removal of stitches, size of the wound is

found to be 20 cm X 2 cm X cavity deep and the margius are regular and

clean cut (Laparotomy) ; a surgically stitched laceration is present over
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the right foot extending from 2 cm front to ankle to 4 cm lateral to
medial malleolus through medial malleolus, repaired by 4 stitches.
Margins are irregular and contused and depth of wound is muscre deep ;
a laceration of size 10 cm X 1 cm X muscle deep is found over the left
foot over the sole. Margins are irregular and contused. she opined that
the cause of death was due to haemorrhage and shock as a result of
injuries sustained over the body. AII injuries were ante mortem and
caused by blunt forced impact. He proved the postmortem examination
report vide Ext 3.

During cross Doctor stated that such injuries can be
accidental also. To the question put by the court as to why the spleen
has been removed, the answer was may be due to injuries and in other
cases the spleen may had to be removed for some disease.

14. PW B (S.I. Dinesh Das, In-charge New Bongaigaon
GRP ) deposed that on 03.01.2018 during day time the informant lodged
an FIR (Ext 1) alleging that on Bo.1,2.zoLT his son Abu Bakkar Siddique
was assaulted at Hangrama bridge and thrown at Railway line behind the
New Bongaigaon Railway Station. Abu Bakkar Siddique was taken to
Lower Assam Hospitar and from there to GNRC Dispur. FIR was
registered as Bongaigaon GRps case No. 03/2018 u/s 302/z4lpc and as
per the jurisdiction of the place of occurrence it was sent to Amguri ps
through court's order with a copy to cJM Kajalgaon. It was again
transferred to Bongaigaon GRps by Amguri ps as after investigation it
was revealed that the place of occurrence falls under the jurisdiction of
Bongaigaon GRPS. The case was again registered as Bongaigaon GRps
case No. 04/201,8 u/s 802/34lpc. on being entrusted to invesrigare the
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case he recorded the statement of the informant and witnesses, seized the
mobile phone of the deceased vide Ext-2. prepared sketch map (Ext_4),
sent the seized mobile to sRp office, pandu to take out call details
record, collected the postmortem report and on completion of
investigation finding materiars submitted charge (Ext 7) against the

i accused two u/s 802/34IpC.

-

Defence argument are on the following points :

(i) Contradictions ;

(ii) Calls details not verified ;

(iii) No medical evidence of homicide.

The prosecudon case is based primarily on the
evidence of PW 6, the wife of the deceased Abu Bakkar siddique and the
case got initiated by the FIR dated 03.01.201g of Badiat Jamal sheikh,
the father of the deceased.

16.

17. The prosecution story as per FIR is that on
30.12-2017 at about 2.s0 p.M the accused persons repeatedry rang up the
informant's son to go to fair at Hangrama bridge and on being persuaded
too much, the informant's son went out of his house to see the fair at
around 4.30 p.M. At around g.35 p.M the informant received phone call
of GRP that his son was rying at rhe railway track with injuries on his
leg. The Police got him admitted in Lower Assam Hospital and
therefrom sent to GNRC on 3r..i.2.2017, where during treatment rhe
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informant's son expired.

The information that the accused persons called the

informant's son to go to 'mela'was conveyed to the informant (pw 2)by

."., his daughter-in-law i.e pw 6. As per pw 2 some,40/50 phone calls were

"', made by the accused Rahul Ali and Samar Ali to his son, as told to him

by PW 6, but this vital fact he has not narrated before the Investigating

,' Officer during investigation and the Investigating Officer has confirmed

the same. This is a major contradiction and goes to the very root of the

CASC.

19.

29.12.20L7 her husband Abu Bakkar siddique was in the house and at

around 2 P.M Rahul and Samar rang up her husband several times.

Initially her husband did nor pick up the calls but later on she asked her

husband to pick up the call at which her husband picked up the call and

refused to go with the accused persons to the 'mela' as he had no money

with him. Rahul told her husband that he will bear the expenses and

asked Rahul to come within ten minutes. She heard the conversation as

her husband has kept the mobile in speaker mode. she had seen the

name of the caller Rahul and samar in the mobile screen of her husband.

Her husband went out of the house at around 2.30 p.M. At about g.30

P.M her brother-in-law Kurban AIi came to her house and informed that

her husband met with an accident at New Bongaigaon railway station

and taken to Lower Assam Hospital. on 30.12.201T her husband was

taken to GNRC hospital, Guwahati where he expired on 01.01.20j_8.

18.

PW 6, the wife of the deceased, deposed that on
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During investigation she did not state before the Investigating officer
that she saw the calers Rahur and Samar in the mobile screen of her
husband. This contradiction was put up by the defence in her cross
examination and it was proved by the Invesrigation officer (pw B).

'20. The contradiction, as aforesaid, in the evidence of
PW 6 is a major contradiction and goes to the root of the case.

21' The foundation of the prosecution case is the phone
calls received by the deceased husband of pw 6, as claimed by pw 6
that she saw the cailers name as Rahul and samar in the mobile phone of
her husband and that pw 2 was informed by pw 6 about the receipt of
number of cails by the husband of pw 6 Rahul and samar are not stated
by these two pws i.e pw 2 and pw 6 before the Investigating officer
during investigation. This alleged foundational fact having not been
stated before the Investigating officer during investigation by pw 2 and
PW 6 proved to be fatal for the prosecution case, as the same is coupred
by the discrepancies in other evidence, as discussed herein later on.

22- when contradictions are so serious and create doubt
in mind of the court about its truthfulness, then such evidence is not safe
to rely' t(20r,) 13 scc 98 (Kishnegowda vs stare of Karnaraka) r. the
contradictions which affect the basic structure of the prosecution case
may be considered sufficient for giving benefit of doubt to the accused
t(2001) 6 SCC 433 (State of M.p. Vs Sardar)1.

As the prosecudon case is based on the calls
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received by the deceased, the evidence on cail details record (cDR) of
both the recipient and the caler mobile numbers are rerevant. The
prosecution in the evidence of the Investigating officer i.e pw B has
exhibited the cDR of mobile phone no. 99s48 2o4s6of the deceased Abu

',, Bakkar siddique, as pw 6 in her evidence has nientioned this number to
:'be of her husband. The cDR is exhibited as Ext 6 under objection as the
same is unauthenticated computer print out copy. The objection is
justified as because the cDR not certified and no certificate Ll/s 65 of the
Evidence Act has been produced in evidence. perusal of the Ext 6
reflects its a simply a computer print out copy of cal details of mobile
no. 9954820456 0f Bharati Airtel Ltd from 25.1,2.2017 to 3L.12.2017. It
does not contain any certificate or signature of the issuing authority. It is
also not reflected as to who had issued the cDR. There are s27 calls in
Ext 6 and at seriar no.r. calling no. ggs4}2o456 is shown as of ,victim,.

some calls on 29.12.201T and 30.r.2 .201T are shown as that of the call
from 8B7BG}24B4 (Rahul Ari is mentioned) to the phone no.
9954820456, which has been mentioned to be of victim. some calls are
from 99548204s6 to 8876602484 (Rahul Ali. There are two calrs from
872L852254 (samar Ali) to ggs4}2o456 and one call from g954820456

to SamarAli.

24' Going back to the evidence of pw 2 and pw 6, pw
2 deposed that on 3o.l2.2olz his son received 4o/so calls from Rahul
Amir and samar Ali, as told to him by his daughter-in-raw (pw 6) and
Pw 6 in her evidence deposed of her husband receiving number of calls
on29.12.2017 at around 2.00 p.M. If we go by the evidence of pw 2,
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the deceased went out of the house on 30.i-2.2017 and as per pw 6 her
husband went out of the house after receiving of calls on 29.1,2.2017.

There appears to be some mistake either on the part of pw 2 or pw 6.
Going by the FIR (Ext 1) of go.l2.L7 and the same was confirmed by
Pw 3 and PW 4 that on 30.12.20i.7 while they were on duty they
received the information that an injured man was lying near track no.g of
New Bongaigaon railway station. They went to that place and saw the
same. Going by the evidence of pw 2, pw 3 and pw 4 the incident is of
30.t2-20L7 and Pw 6 has made a mistake in mentioning the date, which
is quite plausible after Iapse of time.

25- Reverting back to the evidence on cDR, one cal
was done by Rahul Ali to the deceased and the deceased made four calls
to Rahul on29.L2.2017. on 30.i_2.2oLT six calls were made by the
deceased to Rahul Ali til r.5 : 56 : 46 hours and Rahul Ali made one calr
at \7 : 14 : 50. TWo cails were from samar Ali, second being at rs : 42 :

26 of 30.12.2017 and he received the call from the deceased at L5 : ss :

38.

26. As alleged, Ext 6 do not reflect making of 40/50
calls by Rahul Ali and Samar Ali on 30.L2.20IT .

27. It is to be mentioned herein that Ext 6 cannot be
relied upon in evidence for the reason that it is not certified by the
issuing authority leaving aside the certificate u/s 658 of the Evidence

Act. But as the same has been produced in evidence by the prosecution

and the same goes in favour of the accused and hence discussed.
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28. Ext 6 cannot be the CDR issued by the service

provider as because the cDR only provides the phone numbers and do

not show the names as 'victim' or that of the accused, as shown in Ext 6.

There is no certificate from the service provider that the number

9954820456 was issued in the name of Abu Bakkar siddique.

Prosecution has not obtained the same during investigation. Similarly
prosecution has not obtained either the CDR or SDR (subscriber details

record) of the phone no. 88766 02484, aileged to be that of Rahul Ali and

phone no. B72|8s22s4, alleged to be of samar Ali. The mobile of the

accused persons with the aforesaid slM number has not been seized by
the Investigating officer during investigation. withour the cDR and

SDR of those two numbers, it cannot be held that those numbers belong
to the accused. The authorized officer from the service provider of the

mobile phone connection not examined during investigation by the

Investigating officer and having not collected the cDR and sDR of the

aforesaid phone and not examined the authorized officer of the service
provider, speaks of perfunctory investigation by the Investigating
Officer.

29' There is no eye witness in this case and the
prosecution case was based on the calls received by the deceased before

his death and it was the duty of the Investigating officer to have properly
investigated the matter as to the call details and collected CDR and SDR

of both in coming and outgoing calls and should have also examined the

service provider in this respect.
W^
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NoW coming to the injuries of the deceased, it is
stated in the FIR that the informant's son was found on the railway line
with injury on his leg but the doctor at GNRC at Guwahati suspected it
not to be the case of an accident but of assaurt. pw 3 and pw 4 are-1"'. from the RpF and on 30.r.2.2017 they got the information of some

'lnjured lying by the railway line, went to that place and saw one boy

"lying by the side of the railway track. pw 3 deposed that he saw an
injured person and pw 4 deposed that he noticed injury on the lower leg
of the right side and on being asked that person could only mention his

name as siddique. pw s was in his barrack at New Bongaigaon railway
station and at around 8.30 p.M when he came out for urinal saw people
had gathered by the railway track and he went forward and saw a young
boy lying down by the railway track with blood on his leg. These 3 pws

are the persons who saw the injured lying by the railway track and they
saw injury only on the leg.

30.

3L.
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PW 7 (doctor) conducted the posr mortem
examination of the deceased at GMCH, Guwahati and the injuries found
by him was an abrasion of 3 cm X 3 cm on the left side of the forehead, a

surgical stitched wound at the mid line of the abdomen repaired by 19

stitches, a surgically stitched laceration over the right foot repaired by
four stitches and laceration of L0 cm X L cm X muscle deep on the left
foot over the sole. His opinion is that the death was due to haemorrhage

and shock as a result of injuries sustained over the body. The injury no.2

mentioned was cavity deep and surgery was done. such type of surgery

r,ir., is done for spleenactomy by which the spleen removed and in this case
iil.
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the spleen was absent. In the cross he stated that such type of injury can
be accidental also. To the question put by the court, pw 7 replied that
the spleen has been removed may be due to injuries and in other cases

the spleen may have to be removed for some disease.

32- As per the evidence of pw Tand the injuries found
on the deceased, more particularly the injury no.2 it can be assumed that
the spleen was not removed for any disease but for injuries sustained,
which is also lends credence by other three injuries, as mentioned above.
Now, the question is whether the deceased was assaurted or he met with
an accident. In this regard, the evidence of the doctor of Lower Assam
Hospital where the deceased in an injured condition was taken at first
instance on 30.12.2017 is relevant. But the Investigating officer has not
examined the doctor from that hospital and no medicar documents of the
injured was seized. As per the evidence of pw 7, surgery was done and
the spleen of the deceased was removed. There is no evidence as to
where such surgery was performed. The injured was first taken to Lower
Assam Hospital on 30.12.2017, shifted to GNRC on zL.l2.zor1 where
he expired on 01.01.2018. No evidence as

hospitals the spleenactomy surgery was done.

in which of the rwo

the cross examination
Pw B (Investigating officer) stated that during investigation he collected
the discharge certificate against the medicar advice issued by the Lower
Assam Hospital in respect of Abu Bakkar siddique and as per diagnosis
it was 'polytrauma' folowing co[ision with a moving train and he have
stated the same from the photocopy of that certificate available in the
case diary. The Investigating officer has also not examined the doctor
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from the GNRC,Guwahati to verify the injuries and the treatment

provided. Being so, the defence plea that Abu Bakkar sididique met

with an accident and sustained those injuries becomes quite probable.

33. In the light of the above discussion and findings

arrived at it is held that the prosecution has miserably failed to bring

home the charge uls 302134Ipc against rhe accused persons and as such

the accused Rahul Ali and samar Ali are acquitted of the charge u/s

302|34IPC and set ar liberty forthwith.

I .:
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Given under my

the 27th day of August, 2019.

Sessio_4s-*Iqr"dge, :

Bongaigaon.

hand and the seal of this Court on

Contd.....
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W(Binod Ki Chetri)
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APPENDIX

Prosecution witness:
PW 1 - Manik Lal Kar.
PW 2 - Bodiut Jamal Sheikh.
PW3- SanatanLawary.
PW4- RajeshKumar.
PW5- SatyabrataBarman
PW6- SaminaBegum.
PW 7 - Dr Kumar Pinku pratim.

PW B - SI, Dinesh Das.

Defence Witness:
Nit.

Documents Exhibited by prosecution:
Ext-l- - FIR.
Ext-2 - Seizure list.
Ext 3 - Post mortem examination report.
Ext 4 - Sketch map of the place of occurrence.
Ext 5 - Lerter dared 09.03.2018.
Ext 6 - Copy of the CDR (call details record)
ExtT - Charge sheet.

Material Exhibited blz prosecution:
Nil.

Defence Exhibit:
Ni1.
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